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“The Assemblage of Specimens”: The Magazine as Catalogue in 1970s Britain, Samuel Bibby
Abstract

In 1976, the Victoria and Albert Museum staged an exhibition dedicated to the history of art periodicals since their inception at the end of the eighteenth century. While a conventional catalogue was discussed in the early stages of the exhibition’s development, it never came to pass, seemingly due to financial limitations. Independently of the museum, however, the exhibition’s guest curators, Trevor Fawcett and Clive Phillpot, published concurrently with the show a balanced collection of essays, modestly described as “background reading”. But the exhibition was also bracketed by the appearance that year of special issues of two British art magazines dedicated to its theme: The Connoisseur; and Studio International. The former, conceived at the suggestion of V&A director Roy Strong, proclaimed to be an “alternative catalogue”, providing somewhat simplistic, historiographical, illustrated surveys of titles such as Apollo and The Burlington Magazine. The latter, by contrast, comprised contributions in a number of different formats, both in terms of genre of writing as well as mode of visual expression. These included, for example, what was termed a “reprographic documentation”, an intervention through which, as its abstract stated, “the use of the exhibition catalogue and the art magazine as exhibition spaces emerges”. This essay examines these three publications alongside each other, and in the absence of an official catalogue, in order to consider the status of the magazine as a key site for art-historical innovation and experimentation in the wider context of the discipline and its exhibition practices in 1970s Britain.
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“A visual narrative in photographic form”

Early in 1976, the Victoria and Albert Museum issued a press release announcing their forthcoming exhibition, *The Art Press: Two Centuries of Art Magazines* (Fig. 1). Having outlined the interest and importance of the show’s subject matter, it closed with the following passage which gives some sense of how the exhibition was organised, in terms of both content and form: “The exhibition ... has as its main part a visual narrative in photographic form, to show the development of art magazines over the past two hundred years. It presents,” it went on, “a portrait gallery of the periodicals ... together with the personalities involved, and some glimpses of background atmosphere. There are three sections: a general history, a review of art historical scholarship in periodicals; and a survey of magazines of modern art movements. Some periodicals,” the statement ended, “will be displayed in showcases, and issues of current periodicals will be available for browsing in a reading area in the exhibition.” At the heart of this exhibition, as the press release had put it, was the “visual narrative in photographic form”, a series of fifty-one large screens replete with information, both visual and verbal, as can be seen from surviving installation photos, for example, the panels dedicated to Romanticism from the section “The Evolution of Art Magazines” covering periodicals such as *L’Artiste* and *Les Beaux-Arts* (Fig. 2); a series of panels addressing *The Burlington Magazine* complete with Roger Fry lounging in an armchair from the section “Scholarship in Art Magazines” (Fig. 3); and, from the section “Magazines of Modern Art Movements”, panels focusing on Dada and Surrealism—including well-known magazines such as *391* and *Minotaure*—alongside a vitrine containing a display of material relating to Dadaist publications (Fig. 4). “We imagined our visitor,” one of the curators would write some time later, “as a man standing in front of a
magazine stall, in front of a wall of magazines such as is seen in the first unit of the exhibition (Fig. 5). And we decided, consequently, that the exhibition should take the form of vertical panels”.

---
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Just as installation photographs record for posterity exhibitions, so too, of course, in their own way do exhibition catalogues. Yet given that the bulk of this particular exhibition was constituted of the texts and photographic reproductions of such page-like panels—exactly the kind of material that usually finds a place in an exhibition catalogue—it is only reasonable to wonder what form any such publication might have taken: mere facsimiles of these panels, or something altogether different? Indeed, just such a question had been the concern of the organisers of _The Art Press_ from its very inception, and shall be my focus in this essay: exactly how were the “contents and intellectual thrust” of this show, as one definition of exhibition catalogues terms it, variously documented? I say variously for, as will become apparent, the show was catalogued in more ways than one, and I am interested more broadly in what these different “catalogues” might in turn suggest about the status and role of what they were recording, the art
magazine in Britain during the 1970s. Such questions are surely still just as pertinent, if not more, some forty years later in the era of digital publishing, when precisely how and of what a magazine is constituted remain subjects for both debate and development.

“A unique historiographical object and lens”

Two current strands of art-historical activity underpin my endeavour. The first is the dramatic growth in recent years of what might be termed “periodical studies”, an avenue of enquiry, in the words of Sean Latham and Robert Scholes, intent on no longer seeing “magazines merely as containers of discrete bits of information rather than autonomous objects of study.” The second is the parallel rise in focus on, and theorisation of, art, and in particular artists’, magazines. Writing in a recent anthology of such material, Gwen Allen has suggested that: “art historians and curators have begun to recognize the importance of the magazine as a unique historiographical object and lens, and a site for exhibition-making.” In both instances, what might be considered art-historical knowledge can be seen as not simply textual discourse but rather a set of objects that similarly demand attention in terms of their visual and material natures. Too many accounts of the discipline have let such qualities languish in subservience to written content, reinforcing hierarchies of meaning not just within art history, but also its historiography. By privileging the visuality and materiality of publications, my intention is to emphasise them as active agents in the making of art-historical meaning, as opposed to functioning as mere documents of the past.

In addition to drawing upon such models, I am equally indebted to the framework of historical enquiry offered by Walter Benjamin’s metaphors of excavation and its relationship to memory. By approaching printed matter archaeologically, the art history that it constitutes—“the strata which yield their long-sought secrets only to the most meticulous investigation”—can be uncovered for the purposes of historiographical consideration. Such an approach, appropriately enough, is all the more apposite given the specific physical nature of the historical material in question; seeing magazines as layered, serial accumulations, both of pages and issues, is a phenomenon adopted by many of the protagonists in the history that I chart here. Likewise, my own visualisation of magazines as strata is a concept that runs through this essay like something of a geological seam. Through an excavation of the various publications generated by The Art Press, I seek to unearth the discipline of art history as itself a site of enquiry warranting visual and material self-reflexivity.
“A thing in its own right”

Since its earliest days, publishing was evidently integral to the V&A’s endeavours. 13 “The museum will be like a book”, its first director, Henry Cole, would write in 1857, “with its pages always open”. 14 Well over a century later, writing in his diary shortly after having taken the museum’s helm in 1974, Roy Strong proclaimed: “I want provocative exhibitions … happenings in the quadrangle … huge catalogues to appear, publications to take off…”. 15 Before turning to magazines and the detailed case study of The Art Press, the exhibition catalogue as a category of art-historical writing (not to mention object of enquiry) merits a little scrutiny. Despite their ubiquity, historiographical literature dedicated to this form of publication remains sparse. 16 Typical treatments, such as that from 1985 by Peter Cannon-Brookes, present broad developmental narratives in which as a type they emerge in the form of simple, exclusively textual checklists in relation to the academies and salons of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Western Europe, “easily carried around the exhibition and serving afterwards as only an aide-memoire.” 17 Such accounts usually pinpoint the turn of the twentieth century as a watershed, with the appearance of lavishly illustrated commemorative volumes produced by the Burlington Fine Arts Club to record their exhibitions in printed form. As the practices (and economics) of exhibition-making evolved, so too did the catalogues associated with them; the sophistication of art-historical research to be mediated led, by the 1960s and 1970s, to “an increasing independence of the exhibition catalogue from the exhibition which it ostensibly served.” “The logical conclusion for this line of development,” Cannon-Brookes suggested, “has been the abandonment of the exhibition catalogue entirely and its replacement by a book devoted to the subject which can be sold in it and elsewhere.” 18 Such a shift, aside from financial considerations, seems to have been precipitated by the changing nature of what was actually being displayed in the exhibitions, as well as how. The Destruction of the Country House, which opened at the V&A in 1974, for instance, was comprised almost entirely of photographic material. Writing in its accompanying publication, Roy Strong made clear that the design of the exhibition had “helped to shape” the book that went with it, as a photographic collage of furniture from the museum’s collection perhaps attests, seemingly laid out on a double-page spread to resemble such items arranged within the display space of an exhibition gallery (Fig. 6). 19
This change of emphasis was indeed noted by Anthony Burton in his entry on exhibition catalogues for the *1977 Art Library Manual: A Guide to Resources and Practice*, published by the Art Libraries Society (ARLIS). “When exhibitions consisted simply of a hodge-podge of things,” he explained, “the catalogue provided a record and commentary. Now that designers have a large hand in exhibitions, the things sometimes take a second place; exhibitions become their own commentary; and traditional catalogues become inappropriate. Some exhibitions,” Burton continued, “do without things at all and take the form of happenings or ideas. If any publications are produced to accompany such exhibitions, they escape from the normal category of exhibition catalogues. Sometimes,” he concluded, “an exhibition catalogue becomes a thing in its own right.” The autonomy to which Burton gestures here is of particular importance, and his observation that exhibitions might take the form of ideas should prompt us to consider the implications that conceptual art was having on the exhibition catalogue. At the forefront of the picture was the figure of Seth Siegelaub, self-styled dealer, publisher, and curator-at-large.

“Until 1967, the problems of exhibition of art were quite clear,” Siegelaub would explain in an interview with Charles Harrison, published in the magazine *Studio International* in December 1969, “because at that time the ‘art’ of art and the ‘presentation’ of art were coincident.” Siegelaub went on to outline the emergence of work, as he put it, “not visual in nature”, in other words conceptual art, and its ramifications for modes of display, both on the walls of galleries and the pages of publications. Having decried the inability
of photography and art criticism to convey painting and sculpture objectively, he observed that “when art concerns itself with things not germane to physical presence, its intrinsic (communicative) value is not altered by its presentation in printed media.” 21 In a key statement, Siegelaub then set out a distinction which can be seen among the publications to emerge from South Kensington the following decade:

The use of catalogues and books to communicate (and disseminate) art is the most neutral means to present the new art. The catalogue can now act as primary information for the exhibition, as opposed to secondary information about art in magazines, catalogues, etc., and in some cases the “exhibition” can be the “catalogue”. 22

Indeed, in the very same periodical the following year, Siegelaub guest-edited an entire issue given over to just such primary information, a forty-eight-page exhibition which collapsed the spaces of art gallery and catalogue into a single object reproduced in the multiple format of the art magazine (Fig. 7). 23 As the critic Gregory Battcock, writing on the role of documentation in conceptual art, would pithily proclaim: “There are no more reproductions. There is no more criticism. No more aesthetics. Only art.” 24 The straightforward linear narrative of the development of exhibition catalogues had been disrupted; the effects of this realignment would be borne out, as we shall see, among the differing catalogues engendered by The Art Press. What is more, these various outcomes would surely have gone on to inform the subsequent picture seen above by Anthony Burton, whose own involvement with the V&A exhibition likely underpinned his account of this type of publication for fellow librarians the following year.
“The still scanty literature of art periodicals”

As the exhibition’s organisers put it, *The Art Press* represented “a first attempt to consider the art periodical as a genre and as a significant factor in the development of art and its understanding”; they could confidently refer, for example, to “the still scanty literature of art periodicals”. To set the stage, it is worth a fleeting look at the historiographical landscape in the years immediately preceding the V&A exhibition and its associated publications, to gain some brief sense of how, if at all, people had gone about addressing such a topic. Perhaps the first to do so was Stanley T. Lewis, an assistant librarian at Queens College in New York. In an article titled “Periodicals in the Visual Arts”, published in 1962 in the journal *Library Trends*, Lewis approached the matter bibliographically, very much from the (quantitative) perspective of his own profession (Fig. 8). Accordingly, his
twenty-three-page essay—while offering a valuable overview, replete with information covering titles with varied focus, from a range of countries, and looking back as far as the beginning of the twentieth century—reproduces, for example, no images of periodicals whatsoever. Just over a decade later, the American magazine Artforum would publish a handful of contributions in this same area. Here, however, the context was much more specific; Lawrence Alloway’s pair of articles from 1974, “Artists as Writers”, was intent on providing historical background for the contemporary linguistic practices of conceptual artists, so often inextricably linked to the medium of the magazine itself, as will be shown below, as well as to the related field of artists’ books. Later the same year, there appeared a survey of art magazines published outside New York since 1970, written by Alan Moore, titled “New Voices”. Indeed, the focus was less on the magazines themselves than on challenging the stronghold of New York within the sphere of contemporary art. Meanwhile, a handful of titles from the beginning of the century—Jugend, Ver Sacrum, Der Sturm, Pan, and Lacerba, for example—had variously been treated in a range of anthologies and facsimile editions, but all only individually. My overarching point here, perhaps not unsurprisingly, is that any attention that the topic of art periodicals had received was sporadic, often tangential, or highly specialised in focus. Those organising the V&A exhibition had landed on fertile territory, and moreover had precious little precedent when it came to conceiving how the exhibition itself, not to mention its documentation, might take form.

The Art Press followed on the heels of a series of exhibitions put on by the V&A concentrating on Hector Berlioz, Charles Dickens, and Lord Byron—all of which presented challenges in terms of both display and documentation, principally owing to the predominance of textual material that needed to be included. The catalogue for the last of these, programmed to coincide with the 150th anniversary in 1974 of Byron’s death, is indicative of the museum’s approach. Substantial, totalling 184 pages of text and eighty-nine separately reproduced plates, the publication went into great detail, including, for example, a map of the exhibition, which culminated in a reading area—a feature to be duplicated by The Art Press—where visitors could consult copies of current literature on the poet. As the director’s foreword explained, “The composition of the sections into which the exhibition is divided is succinctly described in the Short Guide to the Exhibition by Jonathan Mayne, which, issued separately, is reprinted as an Introduction to this catalogue.” Following this, each section of the exhibition was covered in an individual chapter, including an introductory text together with individual catalogue entries for every item on display (Fig. 9). The foreword’s closing passage makes abundantly clear this publication’s status: “The catalogue has been written by John Murdoch and Anthony Burton”, it explained. “Through their labours the exhibition will leave a
permanent contribution to Byron Studies.” It can be discerned, then, that the V&A placed significant importance during the first half of the 1970s on different types of publication associated with exhibitions in their programme; this state of affairs, however, would not continue across the board.

Figure 8.
“Rather like a single issue of an illustrated periodical”

The exhibition had been proposed by ARLIS and the idea of a catalogue for it was on the agenda from the start. Its progress can be charted through the wealth of correspondence concerning The Art Press that the V&A retains in its archive, for much of it is particularly revealing. In his first letter to the museum about the project at the end of 1973, their chairman, the UEA Librarian Trevor Fawcett, stressed: “It would be particularly important to have a well-researched catalogue of permanent value. Virtually nothing has been written on the theme of the art periodical and its wider significance.” 32 The V&A agreed to take on the idea and Anthony Burton, an assistant keeper in the National Art Library, was assigned to the project. Writing to Fawcett in the spring of 1974, Burton mirrored the desire for something of posterity: “the catalogue might most appropriately be made a commentary, rather than an annotated list of exhibits. It will then have value as a separate publication apart from the exhibition.” 33 And later that year, he explained in an internal memo to a colleague:
It is envisaged it will not be a catalogue of exhibits, but a commentary on the exhibition following up in greater detail points which will have to be put across very concisely in the display. It will probably take the form of a series of short articles by various hands. As yet we have no clear ideas about it.  

By the beginning of 1975, however, ideas were certainly becoming clearer and the fate of the publication took a key turn as a letter from Burton to the recently arrived director of the museum, Roy Strong, makes clear. I quote this at some length for it is precisely the point at which the importance of just what form the catalogue might eventually take really begins to emerge.

We hope to produce a booklet to accompany the exhibition. This cannot be a catalogue, since the meaning of the exhibition will not lie in individual exhibits, but in the shape and message we impose on the subject. The message will be conveyed in punchy and compressed form on the screens, and we do not wish simply to reproduce their contents in the book. We should like to produce a gathering of illustrated essays, dealing in somewhat greater depth with some of the chief aspects of the subject. The result would, perhaps, be rather like a single issue of an illustrated periodical: and we might stress the resemblance if this seems appropriate. In physical bulk, I should envisage the *Magazine of the Exhibition* as not less substantial than an issue of (say) *History Today* (Fig. 10), not more substantial than an issue of (say) *The Connoisseur* (Fig. 11): preferably somewhere in between.

This marks the first moment that the catalogue was thought of as a magazine (rather than a book). As I have argued elsewhere, conceiving new periodicals specifically in relation to other existing titles in their field—situating them within the “periodical landscape”, as I have termed it—is just how they begin.  It is all the more apt too in this case for the emergence of both the exhibition catalogue and the art periodical had gone hand in hand with the appearance in the eighteenth century of printed pamphlets listing the contents of salon exhibitions—indeed, I even wonder if this had been at the back of Burton’s mind when making the suggestion. It is also worth recalling at this juncture that the amalgamation of catalogue and magazine would appear elsewhere in the period immediately running up to the V&A exhibition; to accompany their 1975 retrospective at the Museum of Modern Art in Oxford, the collective Art & Language produced a publication consciously mirroring the exact form of their own periodical, *Art-Language*, itself a key site for their practice (Fig. 12).

The strategies of conceptual art
with which this group of artists, and this publication, engaged, however, were certainly not to underpin the outcome of Burton’s proposition, although they do foresee the alternative efforts to which I will later turn.

**Figure 10.**
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“Other ways of publishing the material”

Roy Strong was evidently very taken with such a conflation and wrote on the following day to none other than Bevis Hillier, editor of The Connoisseur, with whom he was already working on an exhibition to mark the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Festival of Britain. “It occurred to me,” Strong mused, having outlined the premise of the ARLIS show, “that this was an ideal subject for an issue of The Connoisseur which could also act as a souvenir ‘catalogue’ of the exhibition.” 38 Burton, it should be underlined, had stressed merely similarity of format—“bulk” and “substance” as he had put it—rather than any wholesale dispatch from the realm of museum publication to the framework of an existing magazine, complete with its own identity—both of form and content—seized upon by Strong. Hillier clearly
jumped at the opportunity and enthusiastically accepted within a matter of days, noting for him the happy coincidence of the exhibition’s opening with his magazine’s seventy-fifth anniversary. 39

Burton, meanwhile, was left to break the news to ARLIS. “It seems that as a result of economic difficulties, paper shortage, etc.,” he wrote, “the Director is having to be stricter in the selection of catalogues to put forward to the Stationary Office. While he likes the idea of the Art Periodicals exhibition he does not think that the catalogue—or rather, background booklet—is likely to be a best-seller”. “At this stage”, he continued, “when we still have plenty of time for forward planning, the Director is anxious to investigate other ways of publishing the material which we would have used in the booklet. He suggests that since the exhibition is concerned with periodicals, it might be appropriate to publish the background essays in a special issue of an art periodical, if we could persuade a periodical to take this on. He mentioned several art and bibliographical periodicals to me, and it seemed that The Connoisseur might be the most suitable.” 40

This suggestion did not go down well with ARLIS, as Burton conveyed to Strong a few months later.

[They] have found a commercial publisher ... who will publish for them the kind of catalogue they think the exhibition ought to have, i.e. a survey of the whole subject with copious bibliographical information (35,000 words, modest illustrations, £2 or so). Mr Hillier’s plans for The Connoisseur are different. He wants something racier. 41
And thus it was that ARLIS published independently their collection of essays, “background reading”, as its opening words described the volume (Fig. 13).

Meanwhile, Burton drafted a letter for Strong to send to Hillier, letting him know ARLIS’s plans. “The museum itself,” they added, “will probably produce a very modest pamphlet, as it is now our policy to produce a cheap ‘official’ utterance. The advantage of the present arrangement,” they went on, “is that you can go ahead and produce an issue of The Connoisseur exactly as you want it, without any of the inhibitions that affect an official statement.”

And as it would transpire, no official statement—beyond the press release—was actually ever made: the “modest pamphlet” of which they wrote did not come to pass; and, tellingly, the ARLIS catalogue lacked the preface from the museum’s director that one would expect. Instead, both
iterations of the catalogue were sold side by side in the V&A shop, neither making reference to the other, but both vying for the attention—and investment—of visitors to the exhibition.

“The most exclusive sector of the magazine market”

![Figure 14](retailnewsagent.jpg)

Retail Newsagent, Tobacconist and Confectioner, 87, no. 7 (14 February 1976): front cover. Digital image courtesy of Samuel Bibby.

Given that *The Connoisseur* was then owned by commercial publishers The National Magazine Company, it is surely no surprise that additional emphasis was placed on sales of the title beyond the museum, but if an article heralding the special number in an issue of trade magazine *Retail Newsagent, Tobacconist and Confectioner* from the middle of February that year is anything to go by, they were clearly pulling out all of the stops (Fig. 14). And rather than foregrounding the visuality of the news-stand, as the exhibition panels sought to, focus was instead placed on the profits that it
could bring. In his regular column, “Looking Round Publishing Doors”, industry expert Howard Fox proclaimed: “There is a unique opportunity now for you to break into the most exclusive sector of the magazine market. If you manage it,” he went on, “a high rate of profit per copy will result—and nobody in the newsagency business can afford to let that slide by!” 44 Fox’s piece notes the magazine’s seventy-fifth anniversary and observes that it was first sold in 1901 for the price of a shilling, compared to £1.25 in 1976. “It is possible,” he suggested, “that centenarians here and there actually handed their bobs over the newsagents’ counters and have held on to what they got ever since. Possible, but not likely! The ‘number ones’ now in existence,” he continued, “were almost certainly ‘handed down’, and that process will go on. If you come across any of those early issues, hold on to them very tightly. They are better than money.” 45

**Figure 15.**
The notion that the principal value of these early issues was financial rather than historical was one similarly put across by none other than Bevis Hillier in a number of pieces which had appeared in The Times, for which he wrote a regular column on collecting antiques. “A collector’s quarry which has not yet been fully exploited by dealers or latched on to by collectors, is old magazines,” he declared in February 1975. “The richest seam,” he went on, “is the sumptuous illustrated magazines of the 1890s and Edwardian period”.

Hillier’s geological metaphors here should be underlined, for they will prove markedly different, as shall be seen later, to those used by others writing about magazines. Returning to Retail Newsagent, a little digging has managed to unearth a series of advertisements which ran in the magazine—originally called The Newsagent and Booksellers’ Review—urging vendors to stock up on copies each month (Fig. 15). “Special notice to newsagents. Order at once.” The example from December 1901 even announces a monthly supplement “giving most valuable information as to the Prices realised for ART OBJECTS of every description at Auction Sales throughout the United Kingdom and on the Continent”, making the magazine’s métier clear from the word go.

Indeed, Richard M. Ohmann has emphasised the etymological relationship between the words “magazine” and “magasin”, in particular in relationship to advertising. Commercial magazines during this period, he argued, might be thought of as akin to department stores; we might think then of such art magazines as functioning like auction houses, as repositories of lots for sale.

“Little to do with ‘mainstream’ art history”
For those not familiar with *The Connoisseur*, as good a hint as any is given about it by the title and March 1976 cover (Fig. 16). Itself an imitation of Byam Shaw’s original design for the first issue in September 1901, it is graced by the bewigged and beauty-spotted eponymous cover boy, peering discerningly through a magnifying glass at we know not what, held facing away from the viewer, a sheet of paper, at the centre of the composition yet enigmatically left blank. Beyond this, now is a helpful moment to provide some brief background information. In an editorial for the magazine’s inaugural issue, J.T. Herbert Baily set out their stall, couched, as is so often the case, in terms of a perceived lack of venues for the type of material to which they were devoted. “Our purpose,” he declared, “is to give every sort of information that may be of use to collectors, whether as regards origin, history, current prices, or differentiation of specimens; and the various subjects,” Baily continued, “will be dealt with by writers who know, who are experts in the subjects of which they treat.” Beyond the magazine’s
textual focus, attention was drawn to the visual mechanisms of the new title: “Illustrations naturally form no unimportant part of our scheme. They will be illustrations, and not pictures merely; but pictures nevertheless. The present number,” he concluded, “will, it is hoped, be accepted as an earnest of the care and thought that have been given to this part of the work no less than to the literary side.” 50 As Tom Gretton has argued, *The Connoisseur* was one among a handful of magazines to appear in Britain around the turn of the century “that aimed to make themselves luxurious by their progressive embrace of the new printing technologies ... meeting the needs of their rich and ‘discerning’ niche markets in different ways”, 51 a set of priorities, as we shall see, with varying fortunes over the title’s next three-quarters of a century.

The 1976 special issue contained a seventeen-page article charting the magazine’s history. Largely unreferenced, its string of anecdotes amounts at times to nothing more than a hagiography of the genealogy of people and places with which the title had been associated over the years. Profiled, for example, was one Charles Relly Beard, “the antiquarian type of connoisseur who has little to do with ‘mainstream’ art history”. “[He] made a study of dog collars throughout history,” readers were told, “and the witty, discursive article he devoted to the subject ... remains the standard authority on that recondite subject.” 52 Whether clerical or canine, it matters not. To get a less idiosyncratic point of view, however, there is no better way than by citing the magazine’s own self-aggrandising words which come from the editorial of their “alternative catalogue”, as it had termed itself, for the V&A show:

*The Connoisseur* was the first serious and authoritative magazine for collectors of art and antiques. Even today, it could hardly be claimed that it is a magazine for discriminating paupers; but through library copies and shelves of bound copies from the past, it has exercised an influence over a far wider audience than its well-to-do catchment might suggest. To it, perhaps more than any other single magazine, must be attributed the vastly increased sophistication of collecting over the past three-quarters of a century. This change for the better is as evident in the advertisement section as in the editorial matter—and *The Connoisseur* is one of the few magazines in the world in which the advertisements are both a pleasure and an education. 53

This specific passage is particularly pertinent because it paves the way to one of the contributions to the special issue to which I would like to draw attention, a seven-page “feature” presenting adverts from the magazine’s seventy-five-year history. “*The Connoisseur* has always tried to mirror the
pre-occupations and interests of the antiques trade,” it professed, “recognising a mutual interest in promoting an intelligent concern for the arts.” Its first page included a facsimile bearing the heading “Advertisements that are Read!”, presumably from the magazine’s early years (Fig. 17). Not an example of an art object but rather itself for sale, the original function was to generate more revenue through trumpeting endorsements by Advertising World, for example, which is quoted as having recognised “that the magazine is unsurpassed as a medium for the sale of all kinds of art treasures.” A virtually identical iteration of this catalogue of praise appeared in the advertisement pages (where else?) of the 1922–1923 issue of Art Prices Current, an almanac whose title surely says it all (Fig. 18).

As for the art treasures themselves, the special issue of The Connoisseur contained, for example, pages nostalgically subtitled “1914: The End of an Era” (Fig. 19), and “1931: World Depression Boosted the Antiques Trade” (Fig. 20). At most, however, all that the feature really amounts to is, in the magazine’s own words, “a useful and unusual record of the finest works of art for sale, in good times and in bad.” No attention is paid, for instance, to the typographic design or reproductive technology used to make any of the “catalogue” of advertisements presented there. Similarly, the way in which the feature is laid out, with advertisements insensitively positioned wherever they might fit, demonstrates a remarkable lack of self-reflexivity on the part of these supposed arbiters of sophistication and taste. Such flagrant physical incorporation, what is more, mirrors The Connoisseur’s shameless efforts to insert themselves into the art-historical narrative of The Art Press, despite eschewing requisite scholarly analysis from the magazine’s overall editorial approach.
ADVERTISEMENTS THAT ARE READ!

Extracts from a few
Press Notices
of
THE CONNOISSEUR

"We feel compelled to say a word as to the interest there is for all connoisseurs and collectors in the advertisement pages of the magazine: they really ought to be included when the numbers are bound, instead of being destroyed as they sometimes are."—Mr. Percy Jones, M.P., in The Worsley Observer.

"There are not many more publications of which it can be said more truly that the literary and advertisement section alike make an almost irresistible appeal to the reader."—The Newspaper World.

"The advertisements are nearly as good as the editorial matter."—Queen.

"A magazine which no collector or dealer can afford to be without, and which, to judge from the names it contains, very few of any standing could do to dispense with."—People.

"....Proof of the recognition that the magazine is unsurpassed as a medium for the sale of all kinds of art treasures."—Advertising World.

"It is a high-class production: the utility of which is enhanced by the many illustrations and advertisement section, which form admirable features of the contents every month."—West End Observer.

"The advertisements are, as usual, a delight to the public."—Evesham Gazette.

"The Connoisseur...provides a feast of enjoyment by picture and letterpress, by advertisement and expert comment, for the collector, amateur and professional."—Essex Star (New Zealand).
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Figure 19.
“An antique of the future, gaining value over the years”

A quick foray into the astonishing 100 pages of contemporary advertisements that ran in the issue, however, reveals that any regard to reproductive technology remained solely within the bounds of a system of patronage rather than in any objective historical context, as an ornately framed birthday message from suppliers Stevens Press, a firm “proud to be associated with its production on this special occasion” makes clear (Fig. 21). In a similar vein, brief attention might be turned to an advertisement for Renaissance, “‘an exceptional wax polish’ sold in association with the Connoisseur Magazine”, “already used in many parts of the world by discriminating experts”, highlighting such complicity as reciprocal (Fig. 22).
At this point, it is also worth remembering a regular feature of every single issue of the magazine, the index of advertisers which brought each number to a close: the final page from the March 1976 issue, for example, is itself a catalogue of *The Connoisseur*’s reliance on a network of commercial enterprises embedded within the magazine’s architecture (Fig. 23). What is more, directly above this index is to be found “The Connoisseur Register of Works of Art and Curios of every kind, now for sale or wanted.” “This list,” it explains, “is compiled for the purpose of bringing readers ... into direct communication with the owners of valuable articles for sale.” Is it a coincidence, one must wonder, that of the five items listed as for sale, two lots consist of copies of the first several issues of the magazine itself? Such mechanisms of the trade had even been fed into the magazine’s design at points at least in its recent past. Consider, for instance, one of the covers that had featured on the exhibition panel dedicated to *The Connoisseur*, that for the March 1959 issue, which, as Ruari McLean noted in his classic book *Magazine Design* of 1969, used “a photograph [that] was taken for advertising not editorial purposes” (Fig. 24). The caption beneath reliably informs the reader that they are looking at an “embroidered bed cover with the original passementerie by Philippe de la Salle”, given, no less, by Marie Antoinette to her niece. The photo evidently shows the work on display in the salerooms of Frank Partridge Inc., of West 56th Street in New York, again shamelessly made clear by the accompanying legend.

Most startling of all, however, is an advertisement in the March 1976 issue for a commemorative enamel box to celebrate the magazine’s seventy-fifth anniversary (Fig. 25). Pictured surrounded by the trappings of an archetypal connoisseur, all laid upon pages from early issues of the magazine—notice headings such as “Porcelain and Pottery” indicating the various categories of object upon which the title focused—the enamel box reproduces Byam Shaw’s cover as its own lid. An unwitting—or better, failed—*mise-en-abyme*, the advert neglects, alas, to deliver to the viewer any of the self-reflexivity that such a device begs to provide. Rather, it offered, “at a price of only £65 ... plus postage and packing”, one of a limited edition of 250. “The Box, or Boxes, that you buy will be individually numbered. After the Edition is subscribed the templates are then broken. This *objet d’art* will become,” it brazenly promises, “an antique of the future, gaining value over the years. It comes to you,” it goes on, “with a Certificate of Authentication in an especially designed buff coloured outer box.” This incursion might head towards a close by recalling the truism that adverts in magazines set the rhythm for that which follows. Nonetheless, *The Connoisseur*’s March 1976 editorial casually proclaimed its imperviousness: “No magazine, incidentally, has had a closer relationship with the antiques trade, though this has in no way imperilled the jealously guarded independence of editorial content.” Writing in the pages of *New Society,*
however, Peter Fuller pounced on this assertion, questioning its meaning and veracity. “Even while the champagne corks popped in the Reynolds’ Room of the Royal Academy for the magazine’s birthday celebrations,” he wrote, “major advertisers were threatening to withdraw their support unless more articles devoted to the study of those objects which they regularly sold were included.” 63

Figure 21.
**RENAISSANCE**

‘An exceptional wax polish’ sold in association with the Connoisseur Magazine

Renaissance is a professional blend of refined fossil-origin waxes with unique cleaning and protective qualities. It is already used in many parts of the world by discriminating experts. This superlative wax polish revives and protects all surfaces, gently lifting the grime of antiquity and leaving a finish delightful to see and touch. The surface glows with repeated applications. With the consent of the British Museum, acknowledged leader in conservation research, the polish is now being made available to the public.

Price per can, including packing, postage and (in U.K. only) VAT

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S.A. – Air Mail:</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Mail:</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada – Air Mail:</td>
<td>$8.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Mail:</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.K. Only</td>
<td>£1.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>£2.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia – Air Mail:</td>
<td>£4.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Mail:</td>
<td>£2.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For quantities of six or more deduct 10% overall.

Order Form: To The Connoisseur, Chestergate House, Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, SW1V 1HF (Reg. Office Reg. No. 112955 England).

Please send me by airmail/surface mail: ...cans of Renaissance Wax Polish at ...each, less 10% overall deduction on six or more cans. I enclose total payment of: ...

Mr/Mrs/Miss ...

Address

Cheques/money orders should be made payable to THE CONNOISSEUR

---
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Figure 23.
The Connoisseur, 191, no. 769 (March 1976):
advertising section, viii. Digital image courtesy of
Samuel Bibby.
Figure 24.
“On a blatant quid pro quo basis”

Fuller was not the only one to highlight some of the broader issues that this “souvenir ‘catalogue’” failed to acknowledge, let alone address adequately. Another reviewer, Richard Cork, writing in the *Evening Standard* in mid-June—half way through the show’s run—opined of the exhibition that it “scarcely comes to terms with the intimate bond between the interests of dealers and the priorities of magazines which rely on advertising. It would have been a salutary gesture,” he went on, “if this exhibition had displayed ad pages alongside editorial content: in many cases the one could thereby be seen to have paid for the other on a blatant quid pro quo basis. By removing magazines from their normal position in the market-place to the virginal sanctuary of the museum,” he declared, “the organisers have failed...
to drive home perhaps the most relevant warning they could issue to editors
of the future.”

Cork was clearly intent on addressing such issues himself; as well as being critic for the Evening Standard, he had also been, since the previous year, editor of the magazine Studio International. No doubt prompted by the V&A exhibition, but also developing themes that he had begun to think about the year before in his inaugural Studio International editorial, “Pitfalls and Priorities”, Cork put together a themed issue of the title dedicated to the topic of the art magazine. Appearing in autumn 1976, just as the V&A show was closing, it might be thought of as something of a counter-catalogue (Fig. 26).

To draw immediate comparison to The Connoisseur’s special issue, I offer the following from Cork’s editorial:

however many efforts are made to dissociate the magazine from the most destructive aspects of a profit and investment-oriented art market, the very fact that Studio is packaged within an albeit minimal amount of commodity advertising identifies all of its contents with capitalist ideology at its most overt.

For an example, one might turn to the verso of a two-page advert, clearly specially commissioned for the themed issue, promoting the services of Lund Humphries, “designers of fine art books and catalogues” who have, they claimed on the recto, “for many years stood high in the fraternity of the Art Press, as printers and publishers of the highest standards” (Fig. 27).
Figure 26.
Founded in 1893, unlike so many new magazines *The Studio* (as it was called until 1964) lacked an inaugural editorial or programmatic statement making explicit its agenda. Meanwhile, no archive—beyond the pages of the periodical itself—appears to have survived, making the excavation of its early years less straightforward, but the columns of other magazines can yield some sense of the path that *The Studio* was set to follow. A notice in the literary review *The Academy* reported to its readers that the new title was forthcoming, outlining the first issue’s various contents. Presumably on the basis of some form of promotional prospectus, it then went on to signal the magazine’s intention “in the future to publish critical signed notices of exhibitions, written by artists for artists and representing from many different standpoints, the opinions of those technically informed thereon. In reviews of books,” it continued, “special attention will be given to their artistic side—their printing, binding, and illustrations”, characteristics about which
they were themselves not immune from scrutiny. “The first number, which has been a long time in coming,” one review declared, “will repay those who have waited. The reading,” it went on, “is good from cover to cover. The illustrations excellent and varied, and the printing and paper—even in these days of good things, hardly to be surpassed.”

By the early 1950s, a subscription advertisement even went as far as suggesting that “The Studio is more than an illustrated magazine. It is an ever-changing art gallery in print”, prescient of many people’s perception of this medium in later decades.

“The recognised international vehicle of modern art knowledge”

Figure 28.
It is just such visual and material qualities which have formed the basis of much of the historiographical attention that *The Studio* would go on to receive. Clive Ashwin, for example, has dubbed it “the first visually modern magazine”, an accolade that extended beyond its recognised importance for the emergence of the Art Nouveau style in Britain (Fig. 28). Indeed, the magazine’s formation “coincided with the perfection of photomechanical reproduction in line and half-tone, and,” he has also noted, “it was the first British periodical of art and design to make full use of the new media, with their potential for a strikingly ‘modern’ look and mass production at relatively low cost.” Associated with the title from the fore was Aubrey Beardsley, responsible, for example, for the initial cover design. Beardsley capitalised on *The Studio*’s commitment to modern techniques of illustration, developing in its pages what Gerry Beegan has termed “a new photomechanical aesthetic”, specifically producing work “with the intention that it would be mass-produced in books or magazines.” Beardsley’s printed images, Beegan stresses, “were not lesser objects, but final pieces”, a distinction that we will see to be equally still valid of work reproduced in the magazine at the time of *The Art Press*. What is more, from its very beginning *The Studio* took a keen interest in publishing written work which reflected on the nature of the reproductions included in its pages, as pieces such as “Drawing for Reproduction” from the second issue attest.

While devoid of any declaratory statement at its inception, by 1933, however, the magazine would confidently declare in a piece of paratext that it had been led from the fore by the consistent vision of presenting to its British readers art from abroad, and, vice versa, to its international readers British art. “Thus ‘The Studio’ has become,” it asserted, “the recognised international vehicle of modern art knowledge, serving the interests of artists and art lovers everywhere.” Such confidence in its importance seems only to have increased over time; the fetishisation of one’s origins seen above in relation to *The Connoisseur* was evidently not exclusive. Advertised in the November/December 1975 issue of *Studio International*, the anthology *The Studio: The Early Years* was to be co-published with The Antique Collectors Club (Fig. 29). “The present selection, mainly taken from the first five years of the magazine’s existence,” it explains, “comprises a balanced and exciting presentation of the scope of ‘The Studio’, its interests, and its influence.” Having outlined notable content, the inclusion of an introductory essay by Professor D.J. Gordon, and drawn attention to the presence of illustrations throughout, the prospective purchaser is teased with a final feature: “Included is a small selection of contemporary advertisements—offers of studios, art academies, furniture designed by Heals’, Liberty’s and Maples, and artist’s materials.” Curiously, however, the promise of this material, not to mention the potential that it offers, disappears as the publication evolves. By the September/October 1976 issue, it is clear that it had grown
to become two distinct publications. The original anthology now bore the new title *The Birth of the Studio*, and was accompanied by a facsimile reproduction of the very first issue from 1893. Unlike the growing market for art magazines in reprint, recognition of them as repositories for historical focus, embodied by an advertisement a page later in the same issue (Fig. 30), emphasis in this instance appears to be on collectability; “Also included,” it assures, “will be a 30 x 7 inch print from a drawing by Beardsley entitled ‘Joan of Arc’s Entry into Orleans’ first published as a supplement to the May 1893 issue of *The Studio*”, an offer not a million miles away from *The Connoisseur’s* enamel objet d’art (Fig. 31). Similarly, just as Bevis Hillier had urged for the appeal of such magazines to collectors, so too did the Introduction to the companion anthology (Fig. 32). In the end written by Simon Houfe, and running to a mere page and a half, it amounted to little more than a paean to *The Studio’s* first editor, Gleeson White, and in particular his taste: “White’s individual choice of subjects was amply justified. His unfailing talent for picking a winner assembles all the right names”. “Eighty years on,” Houfe concluded, “no collector of early 20th century antiques can reasonably neglect the pages of *The Studio*.”

Such efforts, however, were not the first by this magazine to have looked back at its past. In 1968, to coincide with its seventy-fifth anniversary, for example, the magazine published a number of features; “Reminiscences of *The Studio*” gathered together short recollections from leading figures including Herbert Read, Kenneth Clark, and John Rothenstein. Following these was an essay by the same D.J. Gordon mentioned above, “Dilemmas: *The Studio* in 1893–4”, which considered the magazine’s first years, placing particular emphasis on elements of its design, as well as the status of the reproductions that it contained; included, for instance, are images of some of the entries for a competition to design the title page, originally published in August 1893 (Fig. 33). These commemorative contributions were coupled with the introduction of a new trimestrial supplement dedicated to graphic design, called *Studiographic*, edited by Colin Banks and John Miles. Surely following in the footsteps of the focus that D.J. Gordon had directed to this topic in relation to *The Studio* itself, the first iteration included, for example, a piece by Hilary Evans titled “Applied Art for Fine Art’s Sake”, while the subsequent (and in fact only) reappearance of the supplement in September 1968 included such material as Bernard Myers’ “The Bauhaus—Graphic Design” (Fig. 34). The periodical appearance of such material in its pages clearly shows *The Studio* to have been perennially interested in its own place within a history of art magazines, and considered together these interventions might be thought of as sedimentary traces of a long-standing self-reflexive historiographical commitment.
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“The mechanisms which frame and disseminate artists’ work”

Returning to the September/October 1976 issue of *Studio International*, it is generally still best known for the results of a questionnaire that it published which had been sent to editors of art magazines both in Britain and abroad (Fig. 35). As Lori Cole has argued, questionnaires appearing in periodicals function as “a kind of microcosm of the magazine wherein artists and writers are united, if only momentarily, by their shared interest in a magazine’s platform.” In this instance, however, such a shared interest is not in the particular title in which the responses appeared, but rather in the medium more generally; “the questionnaire echoes the function and format of the magazine itself.” Cole explains, using an analogy to which I will later return, “as responses are juxtaposed to form a collage of disparate viewpoints, united by a shared commitment to a larger project or movement’, in this case that of the art magazine itself. Central to this medium, one of the relationships that Cork was keen should be widely explored in his questionnaire was indeed that between advertising and editorial content, and accordingly the final question of his survey asked: “To what extent do you consider your magazine is shaped by (a) your regular advertisers, and (b) the power of the market?” And *Studio International* itself was certainly not immune to such scrutiny, including among the published answers a set of its own.
It might, in theory, be possible to claim that Studio is shaped neither by its regular advertisers nor the art market. But in practice, however much Studio may consciously fight off such influence, it is subliminally open to them at every turn. The art market still controls most of the mechanisms which frame and disseminate artists’ work; and Studio—which is prepared to publish advertisements and thereby bolster the power of the market—remains as dependent on those mechanisms as everyone else. Any magazine which thinks otherwise is guilty of the most dangerous complacency and self-delusion. 88

The failings of The Connoisseur, meanwhile, to be so self-reflexive had not gone unnoticed; elsewhere in the same issue, Peter Fuller, for example, took the title and its special issue to task for managing to “mystify itself to itself”—an accusation maybe all the more apt in light of its abysmal advertisement for the enamel box. 89 Furthermore, John Tagg sarcastically proposed that the “Connoisseur always believed that lavishness and academicism were not incompatible.” 90 Yet, rather than focus on any of these contributions, as interesting as they all are, I would like instead to linger on a different piece in the issue, compiled by Clive Phillpot, ARLIS co-curator of the V&A exhibition. Six pages that he titled “Art Works in Print”, visually they could not be more different from the pages of advertisements catalogued in The Connoisseur, and alongside his essay for the ARLIS catalogue, they present an approach to their subject matter that will allow an appreciation of the complexity of the magazine and its history as a medium to emerge.
“Where the shape of the poem becomes a counterpart of its meaning”

Phillpot was at that time Librarian at Chelsea College of Art but would shortly leave to take up the same position at MoMA. His contribution to the ARLIS volume, “Movement Magazines: The Years of Style”, consisted of a conventional account of periodicals associated with, for example, Constructivism, Dada, and De Stijl, and in particular “the quality of the visual experience which they offered to the reader.” He put forward the argument that the collage works of Picasso and Braque from around 1911, works that incorporated words and letters, paved the way for subsequent typographic avant-gardes (Fig. 36). While I have labelled Phillpot’s catalogue essay conventional, it is certainly not worth dismissing, for plenty of what
concerned him there would be borne out by different means in his piece for *Studio International*. And it is precisely this difference that is of interest. As Phillpot himself put it, the Cubists were responsible for “the acknowledgement that the medium through which attitudes to these movements were disseminated was itself a visual medium”, a suggestion that will shortly be clear to see when considering his second piece.

![Figure 36.](image-url)

**Figure 36.**
Pablo Picasso, Bottle of Suze, 1912, pasted paper, gouache and charcoal, 65.4 x 50.2 cm. Collection of the Mildred Lane Kemper Art Museum, St Louis (WU 3773). Digital image courtesy of Succession Picasso and DACS, London 2019.

“It is worth noting,” Phillpot wrote, “that ... a significant part of the energy of artists actively engaged in the development of modern art was cheerfully channelled into visual experiments in magazines.” He was quick, however, to observe that “the victory of modern typography was not as speedy or as absolute as one might suppose”. “[The] bulk of a magazine such as *Lacerba*, even after it introduced its crushing masthead halfway through its life, is
substantially composed of relatively monotonous grey rectangles of justified text”, 94 as the front cover of this Futurist periodical from January 1914 demonstrates (Fig. 37). “Inherited attitudes towards the technology of printing,” he went on, “worked against experiment. The almost inevitable horizontality of letterpress was not easy to circumvent until the potential of the camera and the possibility of blockmaking from collaged letterpress effects was realised.” 95 Phillpot provides no specific example—visual or verbal—of his point, however. It is certainly worth bearing in mind though that the ARLIS publication—“background reading” as it referred to itself—was very lightly illustrated indeed, with only nine images in the entire sixty-four-page volume. His essay merely includes a reproduction of the cover of issue 6 of *Merz* (Fig. 38). On one level, this was, of course, because it was intended to accompany—and not duplicate—the “visual narrative in photographic form” of the exhibition screens. But by excavating Phillpot’s text a little, it is possible to discern what he was referring to more specifically.
LIRISMO SINTETICO E SENSAZIONE FISICA

La nuova sensibilità futurista impone al genio lirico, senso pronto, una più profonda e ampia espressione della vita moderna, poiché il periodo tradizionale (stregato di volto in fumo) non è più pieno di vita, lirico e spontaneo. L'arte deve essere innanzitutto una sensazione di vita, di passione, di emozione.

La poesia d'oggi, che assomiglia di volta in volta, è espressione di un mondo sempre più dinamico e cambiante. La visione e l'esperienza dell'artista devono essere espresse con una tecnica che si adatti alla realtà contemporanea.

Intelligenza con i mezzi emotivi di utilizzo adattato alla nuova sensazione di vita. La poesia non è più una pura immagine di mondo, ma un'esperienza vivida e diretta.

La poesia deve essere la testimonianza di una nuova sensibilità, di una nuova percezione del mondo. La poesia deve essere un'esperienza viva, una sensazione diretta, una trasmissione di emozioni e sensazioni.

La poesia deve essere un linguaggio che esprime la vita contemporanea, che riflette la realtà moderna, che mette in evidenza le avanguardie della cultura contemporanea.
Phillpot identifies in his essay three key protagonists in the development of movement magazines as sites of experimental typography: El Lissitzky, Kurt Schwitters, and Theo van Doesburg. He then closes the piece with the following passage: “[they] treated their magazines as objects for total design; for they realised that magazines could also communicate on a non-verbal level, rather as in visual poetry”—and here he uses a quotation—“‘where the shape of the poem becomes a counterpart of its meaning’.” 96 His unreferenced citation comes from the opening passage of the catalogue for the 1965 ICA exhibition Between Poetry and Painting curated by Jasia Reichardt, a show which had pioneered concrete poetry and its relationship with the visual arts. While Phillpot’s essay appeared, as I have mentioned, very under-illustrated, Reichardt’s text, “Type in Art”, was to the contrary. The passage that Phillpot invokes is accompanied by the Futurist Ardengo Soffici’s typogram from 1915 (Fig. 39), a work poignantly described recently as an “ode to typography”. 97 This is obviously the kind of work he had been referring to when writing of letterpress’s horizontality eventually being circumvented through collaged printing effects. And it is no coincidence that this exact work, and, by contrast, the page from Lacerba on which its new masthead first appears—its layout still “tediously traditional”—grace the very exhibition screen dedicated to Cubism, Futurism, and Vorticism (Fig. 40). As Christine Poggi has noted of works such as Soffici’s typogram, “most of these collage poems were intended to be...
photographed and then published as leaflets or in journals rather than to exist as unique works”, and many of the text fragments came themselves from Futurist periodicals such as La Voce. The large A which looms at top left is indeed one of those from Lacerba’s “crushing” masthead. This practice, much like that of Beardsley for the pages of The Studio, recalls the notion of “magazine art”, “art which is realized only when the magazine itself has been composed and printed”, in fact a term defined by Phillpot himself in Artforum in 1980. It will also be worth keeping this idea of “collage poems” in mind in relation to his contribution to Studio International.

In addition to the ICA concrete poetry exhibition of 1965 though, there is another source key to Phillpot’s thinking, similarly referenced in his short essay for the ARLIS volume: Form: A Quarterly Magazine of the Arts (Fig. 41), and in particular a column which ran in each of its ten issues, published between 1966 and 1968, “Great Little Magazines”. The column, compiled by one of the editors, Mike Weaver, surveyed a range of movement magazines—De Stijl, Mecano, and Lef, for example—indeed many of which featured in Phillpot’s own essay. But the series in Form did more than merely bring to his attention such magazines, I suggest: it alerted Phillpot at an early stage to the possibilities of the magazine, as a medium, to catalogue its own history, and to do so in a form conscious of its own status as a material object. Form’s intention was “to publish and provoke discussion of the relations of form to structure in the work of art”, exemplified by its inclusion of, and approach to, artists’ magazines from earlier twentieth-century avant-garde movements. “Great Little Magazines” presented such titles through physical descriptions, author indexes, selected excerpts in translation, as well as providing details of libraries that held copies. In the words of Gwen Allen, “Form clearly understood itself in relationship to this lineage, and the very act of publishing the magazine was a way to retrieve for current practice the significance of the periodical in the historical avant-garde.” And it is this very mantle that Phillpot would take on in the pages of Studio International, more than conscious of both its origins as a magazine as well as its place within a (visual and verbal) history of graphic reproduction.
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**Figure 40.**
“Presented by means of a reprographic documentation”

“Art Works in Print” principally comprises a collage of thirty-four fragments of photocopied pages of text arranged in near-horizontal bands across each page, the texts themselves oriented the same amount away from the horizontal, but in the opposite direction to the fields containing them (Fig. 42). Phillpot makes no reference to this unorthodox layout—and I will return to this later—but does, in what is termed an “abstract”, offer the following rationale: “Ideas bearing on the use of printed matter—including newspapers and magazines—as a vehicle for artworks, together with examples of such works, are presented by means of a reprographic documentation showing images and phrases in context.” 102 One such example includes the exact phrase from his own ARLIS essay cited earlier concerning the cheerful channelling of modern artists’ energies into magazines. On one level, his intention is not dissimilar to that of his essay for the ARLIS volume, as he further elaborates:
The body of the article is taken up with a chronological tracing of attitudes towards, and the emergence of artworks conceived for, mass-production; from the involvement of fine artists in graphic design in the 1920s, through concrete poetry, and even cartoons.  

His overall focus, however, is later in time, as he himself notes: “But with the main emphasis on the conscious phase of this process in the latter half of the 1960s and early 1970s.” Thus, after beginning with excerpts from classics such as William M. Ivins’ 1953 *Prints and Visual Communication*, or the recently appeared English translation of Walter Benjamin’s celebrated essay of 1935, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction”, it soon arrives at a selection of texts that lie at the foundation of conceptual art, and in particular its reliance upon the magazine as a medium. Included, for example, are the opening text from *Art-Language*, which asked “Can this editorial come up for the count as a work of art within a developed framework of the visual art convention?”, Seth Siegelaub’s July/August 1970 issue of *Studio International*, Sol LeWitt’s “Sentences on Conceptual Art”, Gregory Battcock’s “Documentation in Conceptual Art”, and works specifically for the magazine medium—magazine art—by artists including Dan Graham, Joseph Kosuth, Douglas Huebler, and Daniel Buren. Phillpot’s incorporation of such material, I contend, serves to emphasise the position of conceptual art within a longer history of art magazines, subsequently deposited upon a bedrock of the earlier avant-gardes that were the focus of his ARLIS essay.
Figure 42.

“Written about and reproduced in an art magazine”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9 adjectives</th>
<th>1 adverb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>approx. 83-39% area not occupied by type</td>
<td>approx. 16-61% area occupied by type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 column</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 conjunctions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-003 mms. depression of type into surface of page</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 gerunds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 infinitives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 letters of alphabet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 lines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 mathematical symbols</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 nouns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 numbers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 participles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12&quot;x9½&quot; page</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118 gsm paper sheet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hunterblade paper stock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0035&quot; thin paper stock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 prepositions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 pronouns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18D size type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>univers 689 typeface</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53 words</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 words capitalized</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 words italicized</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 43.**

Briefly considering one of these works, Dan Graham’s *Schema*, the rubric of which appears on the second page of Phillpot’s piece, can help to lay out not only some of the complexities of the magazine as one of the key sites for conceptual art, but also to illustrate some of the themes touched upon in my subsequent reading of Phillpot’s work. Graham’s piece appeared in a number of different versions, both generic and specific, from 1966 well into the 1970s, including an iteration which appeared, of course, in *Studio International* in May 1972 (Fig. 43). 108 In each of its variants, the piece comprises a list which alphabetically catalogues, in the words of Alexander Alberro, “the internal grammatical structure and external physical appearance of the specific printed matter context in which it is placed.” Thus, it shows, for example, a page which contains nine adjectives, one adverb, and so on, and which is printed on 118 grams per square metre, hunterblade paper. “The exhaustive self-reflexivity of each variant,” Alberro
suggests, “fuses content and context, subject and object, and the work takes form both as and on the page on which it is printed.” Meanwhile, as Gwen Allen has noted, “[to] come across Schema ... is to be momentarily distracted from the meaning of the words by the shapes of the letters and numbers”. “Our automatic reading habits are disrupted, we are reminded that reading is an activity that is not only conceptual but profoundly visual”. Graham himself, reflecting in 1985 on his various works for magazine pages, recalled that while running a gallery in New York in the 1960s, he “learned that if a work of art wasn’t reproduced in a magazine it would have difficulty attaining the status of ‘art’. It seemed,” he went on, “that in order to be defined as having value, that is as ‘art’, a work had only to be exhibited in a gallery and then to be written about and reproduced in an art magazine. Then this record of the no longer extant installation, along with more accretions of information after the fact, became the basis for its fame, and to a large extent, its economic value.” This last observation might equally apply to the V&A exhibition and its screens, as a page from a review in Studio International bears out (Fig. 44). Accordingly, Graham began to produce works such as Schema, which circumvented this symbiosis, this blatant quid pro quo, and which subverted the market: in effect, the copy became the original, superseding it, and the magazine as a medium was foregrounded.
Phillpot was certainly very tapped into the conceptual art scene, something that can be explicitly seen through his earlier involvement with Studio International. As the result of a piece that he had written for the ARLIS newsletter in 1972, reporting on a panel discussion about magazines which had taken place at the ICA, then editor Peter Townsend had invited Phillpot to contribute a regular column to the magazine. 112 Titled “Feedback”, its aim was “to draw attention to articles in other magazines, to new magazines, to exhibition catalogues”—note the proximity in Phillpot’s words of these two categories—“and other publications that are not normally discussed or reviewed widely.” 113 And it is Phillpot’s close engagement with artists’ magazines of this period that clearly underlies the visual form of his “reprographic documentation”. Specifically, I would like to suggest one title in particular, and one individual artwork published in it, as instructive: in fact
the first magazine that Phillpot mentions in his column “Feedback”, Aspen: The Magazine in a Box. The New-York-based title was begun by Phyllis Johnson in 1965 as “the first three-dimensional magazine”. Drawing on the original meaning of the word “magazine” as a storehouse (one similarly emphasised by the cover of the special issue of Studio International, which had included the relevant page seemingly torn from a dictionary beneath a graffitied question mark), Aspen comprised unbound multimedia contributions—including pamphlets, posters, Super 8 films, sound recordings, and musical scores—by contemporary artists, writers, and composers, all contained within a box (Fig. 45). Issue 8, which appeared in 1970, was guest-edited by Dan Graham and included a work to which I would like to draw attention: Robert Smithson’s Strata: A Geophotographic Fiction.

Figure 45.
“Like geological strata whose formation traces the evolution of art”

*Strata* comprises a collage of ten horizontal layers each of found text and photographs of fossils, and was originally folded into four contiguous leaves (Fig. 46). The work can, of course, be considered within the well-known context of Smithson’s interest in geology and geological matter, but it might additionally be understood as playing on the status and format of the magazine as a medium. As Gwen Allen has shown, Smithson very much thought of magazines geologically; he would write in one of his notebooks of “the Magazine as a quasi-object; if we consider a magazine in terms of space and form, we discover rectangular sheets composed of strata.” And of course precisely what Phillpot does in “Art Works in Print” is to build up layer upon layer of found texts (Fig. 47), stratifying them into a single narrative (he even included as one of his layers an extract from *Aspen*). Smithson and then Phillpot were not the only ones, however, to conceive of magazines in this way, and here it is worth recalling the prospecting that Bevis Hillier was seen to advocate earlier. Writing elsewhere in the same issue of *Studio International*, John A. Walker proposed: “A defining characteristic of magazines is periodicity; they appear regularly month after month and are deposited in public and private libraries and archives like geological strata whose formation traces the evolution of art.” This is certainly reminiscent of Phillpot’s stated intention to chart chronologically “attitudes towards, and the emergence of artworks conceived for, mass-production”, an archaeological endeavour in which the accumulation of cuttings facilitates the recovery of a printed past, just as Smithson leads us chronologically through geological eras: Cretaceous, Jurassic, Triassic, and so forth. While Phillpot also builds up geological layers of texts and images, he does so in a way ever so slightly different from Smithson. This distinction is important: Smithson’s layers are strictly horizontal, whereas Phillpot’s are not.
Figure 46.
Extending the geological metaphor, this phenomenon might be termed “cross-bedding”, an analogy that I owe to Caroline Jones’ work on Smithson: sedimentary structures of near-horizontal units that are internally composed of inclined layers (Fig. 48). Recollect Phillpot’s admonition of letterpress’s inherent horizontality in his essay for the ARLIS collection, and this becomes all the more germane. It might be recalled too that the process of letterpress printing, an assemblage of type, involves beds, the structures in which the individual letters are laid together to form words, sentences, paragraphs, pages of text, and so on, stacked upon each other, blurring a line between the acts of depositing and compositing. The texts in Studio International that come before and after Phillpot’s piece sit squarely on the page, as do the layers either side of geological cross-bedding. One can imagine the awry mise-en-page of Phillpot’s cross-bedded texts arresting a reader as they flick through the magazine, causing them to pause and reflect on the form and content of these pages. As Dan Graham wrote in relation to Schema, “a magazine page ... generates its meanings from the overall context in which it is published, particularly the pages immediately surrounding it”, a suggestion equally applicable to “Art Works in Print” and its position within Studio International.
Smithsonesque layering and the non-horizontality of movement magazines, however, are not all that is at play in Phillpot’s piece. Again, recalling his statement about “inherited attitudes towards the technology of printing”, as well as the liberation brought about by collage, he cites too “the potential of the camera”. And in “Art Works in Print”, in a manner arguably redolent of Beardsley’s earlier achievements in the same magazine’s pages, he realizes such a potential through the technology that he uses to make the piece: the photocopier—of course, a form of camera, and a means of reproduction that had played an important role in conceptual art. Pertinently too, xerography might also be thought of here in terms of its threat to authenticity, its challenges to authorship—both sacred to the cultures of connoisseurship and economies of value typified by the certificated enamel commemorative box considered above. There is certainly though a nod in Phillpot’s piece to Smithson’s. Subtitled “A Geophotographic Fiction”, the term “fiction” foregrounds the extracts as neither authentic nor real, but rather as reproductions. Similarly, it is worth remembering that most types of fossil are themselves, of course, copies, and Smithson’s piece further copies them. Craig Owens has indeed referred to Smithson’s photos of fossils as “[disintegrating], due to over enlargement into the photomechanical ‘language’ of the half-tone screen.” 121 Phillpot’s fragments are reproduced in Studio International, a magazine printed using offset lithography, but in a way which clearly leaves traces of their earlier life as photocopied extracts. Notice, for example, the shadow of the gutter visible in the extract from Benjamin’s essay. Phillpot even includes an image from the 1970 exhibition
catalogue *Software* of what appears to be a woman laying her face on the
glass of a photocopier. \(^{122}\) His description of the piece as a “reprographic
documentation” becomes all the more clear, the technology of printing now
working for, rather than against, experiment. Indeed, as Tim Ingold has
recently observed, “in the very principle of its operation, the press is
stratigraphic, in that it works by overlaying one surface [i.e. ink] upon
another [i.e. paper].” \(^{123}\) That the emergence of geology as a modern
scientific discipline was aided, just like art history, by concurrent innovations
in the processes of graphic reproduction renders Phillpot’s mode of visual
expression (and Smithson’s before him) all the more effective. \(^{124}\)

“A consonance between content and form”

The most important distinction between Phillpot’s pieces for the ARLIS
publication and *Studio International* lies, however, in the following sentence
that he includes in his “abstract”: “The use of the exhibition catalogue and
the art magazine as exhibition spaces emerges from this sequence.” On one
level, this statement speaks to the blurring of the two genres brought about
by conceptual art, and for that matter *Studio International*—recall, for
example, Seth Siegelaub’s well-known July/August 1970 issue of the
magazine which constituted an exhibition in itself, or John Perreault’s 1975
issue of *TriQuarterly*, “Anti-Object Art” (extracts of both are, needless to say,
included in Phillpot’s piece). \(^{125}\) But on another level, it points, I propose, to
the limitations or restrictions that the conventional ARLIS publication
imposed on Phillpot in distinction to a magazine like *Studio International*. It is
a gesture too to the inadequacy of merely hijacking the magazine as
straightforward alternative to the conventional museum-produced exhibition
catalogue. For ultimately it was the medium itself, the magazine, and its
history, which afforded Phillpot the opportunity to put across his message
most successfully; just as the Cubists had realised that the medium whereby
attitudes towards the avant-garde were disseminated was itself a visual one,
just as concrete poetry explored the physical form of the letters used as well
as the meaning of the language being conveyed, so too could magazine art
explore the physical conditions of the medium as well as thematising
magazines and their history. Phillpot assembled an ode to magazines, where
the shape of the poem becomes a counterpart of its meaning, a collage
poem which was “realized only when the magazine itself [had] been
composed and printed.” As he would himself put it in his 1980 *Artforum*
article, “many artists conceive works specifically in terms of the processes
which are employed to multiply them, fully conscious of their advantages
and limitations, and can thus achieve a consonance between content and
form.” \(^{126}\) Phillpot’s “Art Works in Print”, then, catalogues his history of art
magazines, one that is composed through its stratification—both verbal and visual—of avant-gardes, “consciously using the production of a magazine to question the nature of artworks”. 127

By way of the briefest of comparisons, a couple of distinctions might be made explicit between Phillpot’s piece in Studio International and the pages of The Connoisseur considered earlier. The first is, of course, that each was published in a title aimed at quite a different audience than the other, something signalled by each periodical’s subtitle: on the one hand “Journal of Modern Art”; on the other “Magazine for Collectors, Illustrated”. But I would also like to return to advertising—so pervasive in the structures of The Connoisseur. The culmination of Phillpot’s piece is the inclusion of the complete series of twelve works that conceptual artist Stephen Kaltenbach had placed in the advertising section of Artforum between November 1968 and December 1969 (Fig. 49). I do even wonder whether the first of them—ART WORKS—provided Phillpot with the title for his own piece. Kaltenbach, like others, sought an alternative space in which to exhibit his work, yet one that would at the same time attempt to destabilise the structures of its new context; Phillpot’s “Art Works in Print” continues in this vein for he had realised that precisely where and how the V&A exhibition was catalogued was what mattered: cross-bedding.
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Figure 49.
“Incisive commentary and appropriate visual material”

Having dwelt on the various publications that were produced in print in association with the exhibition, I would like to return to where I began—the screens that constituted the main part of the display. Not only is how they were conceived and put together of note, but so too is how they were subsequently received, and briefly considering both can enrich an understanding of the medium that the V&A exhibition set out to champion, as well as the works cataloguing it that have already been considered in this essay. It had always been ARLIS’s hope that the exhibition would travel after its run in London and from the early stages of planning this underpinned the decision to adopt such a display strategy. Notes from a curatorial meeting held in autumn 1974 set out proposals for the screens’ basic structure:

Each unit would deal with a single aspect or topic, and would contain a paragraph or two of incisive commentary and appropriate visual material. In the catalogue the aspects of the topics could be treated at greater length, and the subject could be handled more discursively since there would [be] no need to chop it up into little pieces.

By the middle of 1975, the method for determining the content and form of each screen had been established more precisely; members of the organising committee were to “prepare dossiers of photocopied material for each screen unit, with captions.” This material was then “discussed with the designer, and revisited and adapted as necessary.” Thereafter, “working from the photocopied material,” the designer “[prepared] the basic layout of the screen unit, and the captions.”

What I would like to draw out from these descriptions is the similarity that they bear to the practice of collage, a technique, as has already been seen, that had proved particularly influential elsewhere for Phillpot. Recall the suggestion that the length of the catalogue entries avoided the need for their subject to be chopped up into little pieces, from which it might be inferred to the contrary for the screens with their visual narrative in photographic form. And note the idea of a dossier of raw visual material from which the designer could take individual fragments, and also that they were to be photocopies (a fact that makes Phillpot’s work in Studio International all the more telling). We might situate the screens themselves, much like “Art Works in Print”, within a wider trend during the 1970s for experimentation in terms of display, be it in the spaces of museums and galleries, on the pages of magazines, or, for that matter, on television screens. Obvious parallels, for instance, can be drawn with John Berger’s Ways of Seeing from earlier in the
decade; “the form of the book,” he explained in its Foreword, “is as much to do with our purpose as the arguments contained within it.” ¹³¹ The principles of montage to which Berger’s work was indebted were likewise influential, I suggest, to a number of the outcomes of the V&A’s exhibition.

Figure 50.

In a 1961 article on exhibition design, Herbert Bayer had made explicit that the effectiveness for visual communication of photomontage in advertising could likewise be successfully harnessed in the production of material such as that for The Art Press. ¹³² Indeed, I would like to extend the analogy with collage a little further by specifically drawing attention to the visual language of the V&A’s screens. Burton likened the exhibition visitor’s viewing experience to standing in front of a magazine stall; the first screen, which doubled as the exhibition’s promotional poster, makes this clear—seventy or
so magazines are to be seen assembled in a fashion unmistakably reminiscent of a news-stand (Fig. 50). Every cover is carefully positioned, each one overlapping others like pieces of paper used to create a collage. As a quick aside, it seems to me more than likely that the idea for this layout came from the frontispiece of Ruari McLean’s classic book Magazine Design that I cited earlier (Fig. 51). A link might surely also be made here to the range of avant-garde periodicals whose covers included collages incorporating material from earlier magazines, for example, issue 3 of Der Dada (Fig. 52), and issue 5 of La Révolution Surréaliste (Fig. 53); and also to the visual strategies of historiographical approaches such as Howardena Pindell’s article, “Alternative Space: Artists’ Periodicals” (Fig. 54). But it was not just a case of magazines themselves providing material for collage; the site of their display and sale, the news-stand, when seen as a whole can be thought of as a form of collage par excellence. Consider, for example, a photograph by British artist Nigel Henderson from London’s East End in the early 1950s, in which magazines and advertisements are pictured together forming what might be thought of as an assemblage of typography, corresponding to the notion that the diverse and fragmented visual experience of urban life informed a modernist aesthetic from which the medium of collage emerged (Fig. 55). And just as for the news-stand, so too might the medium of the magazine itself be understood as a form of collage—the considered juxtaposition of disparate fragments forming together a unified entity with a coherent meaning.
Figure 51.
Figure 52.
Der Dada, 3 (1920): front cover. Digital image courtesy of Samuel Bibby.
Figure 53.
Figure 54.
“The assemblage of specimens”

The richness of the screens was immediately apparent. To coincide with the opening of the V&A exhibition, ARLIS staged a two-day international conference at the University of Sussex on the topic of art periodicals. In a report of the proceedings published in the summer 1976 issue of the society’s *Art Libraries Journal*, Anne Dallett wrote of the “wealth of visual and factual information to be found on the panels, which will travel after the exhibition closes in September. But,” she questioned, “can this valuable information as assembled”—another nod to collage—“be preserved in a permanent form? Some kind of visual reproduction,” she went on, “would be more than a souvenir”, a suggestion perhaps all the more meaningful given Roy Strong’s original conception of the special issue of *The Connoisseur*. ¹³⁶ Dallett was not alone. The April 1976 newsletter of the North American chapter of ARLIS had included a similar plea, opining that it “would be a shame if the documentation of this exhibit” were lost. It urged its readers to
write to John Harthan, Keeper of the National Art Library, “asking him sincerely to have the exhibition microfiched so that all libraries can purchase the documentation and use it. There really isn’t a catalog to the exhibition,” it tellingly continued, “and it would be a great boon for these fiche to also be used in the presentation of the exhibition in some photographic form along with the collections of journals which could be gathered in specific libraries not only in England, but throughout the world.” 137 The museum evidently heeded to this lobby, engaging the firm of Chadwyck-Healey to carry out the task.

As a reproductive technology, microfiche had increased in popularity during the second half of the 1970s as a mode of document preservation, a means of widening information access, and as a solution to libraries’ increasing lack of space. The publisher Charles Chadwyck-Healey had already developed a list that included facsimiles of both art periodicals and exhibition catalogues, but the capture of an exhibition itself represented a new venture, no doubt precipitated by the particularities of The Art Press’s method of display, described in the microfiche’s Foreword as “a montage of text and illustration”, yet another allusion to collage. 138 Anthony Burton, in fact, went as far as claiming that it was “probably the first exhibition to be reproduced on microfiche”. 139 Each of the fifty-one screens was photographed and reproduced on microfiche together with a newly commissioned Introduction written by Burton, as well as copies of the labels which had accompanied the periodicals that had been displayed in vitrines—all contained on a total of twenty-one loose index-card-sized sheets, almost as if emulating a work of conceptual art. 140 The twentieth of these, for instance, reproduced three screens from the “Magazines of Modern Art Movements” section of the exhibition (Fig. 56).
Burton’s Introduction provides further context for the rationale behind the screens and their intended effect, mapping onto this the unforeseen aptness of microfiche in recreating the viewing experience of the news-stand that the original exhibition had sought to create:

The rough grouping of the material of the panels could be seen at a distance. Coming closer, the visitor could focus upon whatever attracted his eye on the panel: the explanatory captions, and indeed the print on the magazine pages, became legible as he approached. The reader who studies these microfiche will find that he can experience them in a similar way. If he looks at them with the unaided eye, he can see the layout and headings; if he puts them in the fiche reader he can focus on small areas of the panels, which, magnified on the screen of the reader, appear the size they actually were in the exhibition. 141

I would like to suggest, however, that such a doubling is not the only one at play here. By being captured on a series of microfiche, the exhibition screens, about magazines, become a magazine themselves, a collection or storehouse of unbound leaves, leaves photographically reproducing and distributing an exhibition for consumption beyond the walls of the museum in which they were originally created and displayed. As both catalogue and magazine then, a further exhibition space emerges, and as the specific result
of particular practices of reproduction and viewing. The geological strata of magazine page, exhibition screen, and then microfiche are placed beneath a microscope as if for scientific scrutiny in a manner I hope redolent of an art history intent on subjecting its own practices to objective analysis. Resonant with this is one of the pieces of found text included in Robert Smithson’s *Strata*, a statement made by the palaeontologist, Edwin H. Colbert: “Unless the information gained from the collecting and preparing of fossils is made available through the printed page, the assemblage of specimens is essentially a pile of meaningless junk.”
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